
 

 

What’s New 

Sage BSM version 9.9.2.10 

Release Date:   

April 2021 

V9.9.2.10 Updates 

The following enhancements are being released: 

• Useful Fixes 
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Useful Fixes 

No Case ID Brief Description 

1 SAA1-289 Issue: Slowness encountered when both server and client pc opening knockoff screen at the same time. 

 
Resolve: System performance is improved to ensure no slowness when both server and client pc opening 

knockoff screen at the same time. 

2 SAA1-784 Issue: When generating Owner Aging by Charges, late interest details do not appear & the charges are 

directly charged to the related bill in the aging report. 

 

Resolve: When generating Owner Aging by Charges, late interest charge appears in the report with the 

correct charge.  

Note: Performance improvement also made to boost generation speed on the report. 

3 SAA1-1038 Issue: The posting amount in debit and credit side is mixed up and not according to payment amount. 

 
Resolve: Correct debit and credit amount are show in posting preview window.  Correct transaction 

amounts are posted to Accounting. 

4 SAA1-1085 Issue: Unable post to Accounting due to empty record line found the database. 

 
Resolve: To set the order of empty record to be always placed at the bottom.  

5 SAA1-1381 Issue: When customer post BSM SST transaction with Payment knock-off done in BSM to Accounting, SST 

return form did not generate any figures and SST report does generate accurate report of the SST 

transaction. 

 
Resolve: The records will now show in SST report. 

6 SAA1-1677 Issue: Auto apply order by document date button is not responding if both server and client pc are 

opening. 

 
Resolve: The performance issue has been resolved. 

7 SAA1-1692 Issue: Reverse function is not responding if both server and client pc are opening. 

 
Resolve: The performance issue has been resolved. 

8 SAA1-1881 Issue: System keeps loading for more than 30 mts without showing transaction list when user tries to 

Preview posting transactions for some Periods in customer data, e.g. Period 3, 9 and 10. 

 
Resolve: The performance issue has been resolved. 

9 SAA1-1939 Issue: Aging Report does not show outstanding bills in period before knock-off date once fully knocked-

off. 

 
Resolve: The mentioned transactions are able to show in aging report. 

10 SAA1-1955 Issue: Owner ledger, monthly statement and owner aging report not tally 

 
Resolve: All the reports mentioned above are tally and showing the figure as per expected result. 

 

 

******   End   ****** 

 

 

 


